The adoption of Software Defined Networking (SDN) within traditional networks has provided operators the ability to manage diverse resources and easily reconfigure or re-purpose networks as requirements change. Recent research has extended this concept to IEEE 802.15.4 low-power wireless networks, which form a key component of the Internet of Things (IoT). It is, however, difficult to apply the high-overhead approach of SDN, which requires both regularly scheduled and reactive asynchronous communication, to the low-bandwidth, unreliable environment present in IEEE 802.15.4. Although recent research has attempted to address this issue through optimization, interoperability with the low-power IPv6 stack inevitably results in trade-offs and contention with other protocols. This paper introduces Atomic-SDN: a low-latency, reliable, and energyefficient cross-layer architecture for SDN control in low-power wireless networks. Atomic-SDN utilizes synchronous flooding, which has recently been shown as a highly capable solution for fast and reliable communication in low-power mesh networks. Additionally, Atomic-SDN introduces cross-layer architecture to satisfy the different traffic patterns required by SDN, through configuration and scheduling of multiple synchronous flooding protocols. Using this approach, controller communication is facilitated at theoretical lower bounds of latency. We demonstrate the practicality of Atomic-SDN through emulation, with extremely high reliability and minimal latency as the mesh scales; presenting end-to-end delivery ratios of over 99.99% for SDN traffic, and controller association within milliseconds as opposed to seconds. We evaluate the Atomic-SDN in comparison to other SDN architectural configurations for IEEE 802.15.4, showing how Atomic-SDN improves SDN performance by orders-of-magnitude across latency, reliability, and energy-efficiency metrics.
dedicated out-of-band connections in these networks enable faster communication between a centralized controller (or a number of controllers) and the rest of the network, making configuration tasks (such as installing flowtable rules) extremely fast and considerably less disruptive to the data forwarding operations.
Extending the benefits of SDN to the wireless domain and to low-power sensor networks has gained popularity in recent years. A handful of SDN architectures have been implemented for IEEE 802.15.4 low-power wireless networks, allowing a working facsimile of centralized SDN control and configuration in low-power multi-hop mesh networks. The shared nature of the underlying wireless medium, a need to transmit data over multi-hops, and stringent resource constraints pose significant additional challenges not present in the conventional wired SDN networks.
Firstly, additional SDN overhead increases contention over the shared wireless medium as well as competition with existing network protocols. Recent efforts have attempted to address this issue through optimization of the SDN protocols, reduction in message frequency, and prioritization or dedication of network resources [1] - [4] . Secondly, the multihop mesh topology prevalent in low-power wireless networks introduces delay and unreliability at each hop. This motivates a need for a SDN protocol that supports an ultra-fast hop-byhop forwarding scheme and diversity techniques to achieve a very high reliability. Lastly, SDN requires frequent back-andforth communication between the controller(s) and network nodes. The flow of this traffic follows a variety of different patterns including many-to-one, one-to-many and one-to-one communication. Unfortunately, the standard protocols such as the IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy Networks (RPL), employed by several wireless SDN architectures, provide less-than-optimal performance for the plurality of these traffic patterns. Therefore, a radically different protocol design is required, supporting all the traffic patterns to provide the following three essential core SDN services:
• Collection (many-to-one): allow the controller to gather node information and infer the current network state. • Reaction (one-to-one): allow nodes to solicit or alert the controller for instructions on how to react to new input or events. • Configuration (one-to-many): allow the controller to provide instruction to all nodes within the mesh, or a subset thereof.
These approaches ultimately need to balance SDN configurability with scalability in larger mesh networks, and mapping arXiv:1812.08057v1 [cs.NI] 19 Dec 2018 traditional SDN architecture to a workable model in low-power mesh networks becomes an extremely complex operation. This complexity fundamentally arises from the controller not only having to communicate reliably with all nodes, but that each individual operation (for example, to set a path between two nodes) can mean the replication of control messages across multiple nodes in order to correctly configure the network.
By building the SDN architecture on top of the existing network stack, SDN services are limited in operation by the restrictions of multiple underlying protocols, as well as competing for the shared resources in the wireless medium. If other processes are competing for those same resources then it becomes difficult for the SDN architecture to operate efficiently, with increased contention and collision; translating into dropped packets, low-reliability, and jitter.
We argue that for SDN to operate effectively in low-power wireless networks, delivering scalable configurability based on up-to-date network views, a new approach is needed. An effective SDN architecture must incur minimal overhead cost whilst providing reliable and rapid controller decisions through dedicated and priority access to the wireless medium. Approach: In this paper we make the case for utilizing synchronous flooding as a basis for SDN control in IEEE 802.15.4 low-power wireless sensor networks. Synchronous flooding has recently been shown to be extremely capable in delivering fast, reliable communications in low-power wireless networks; and solutions based on synchronous flooding have consistently placed in the International Conference on Embedded Wireless Systems and Networks (EWSN) Dependability Competition, achieving high reliability, low latency, and increased energy efficiency over traditional approaches. We show that, by utilizing multi-phase synchronous flooding, reliable and scalable SDN control in low-power wireless networks can be achieved. As control messages are rapidly propagated across the entire network and reliably received in a single flood by all participating nodes, this reduces the overhead burden which frustrates current approaches.
To implement the different core SDN functions within a multi-hop mesh network, multiple traffic patterns must be supported: one-to-all, one-to-many, many-to-one, one-to-one etc. This functionality is not supported by a single synchronous flooding protocol and, as such, multiple protocols are needed to fulfill all required communication types. However, the lowlevel nature of these protocols has meant that, to date, there has been no unified mechanism allowing multiple synchronous flooding protocols to concurrently coexist.
We therefore present an adaptable middleware system that allows the construction of complex, higher-level communication by applying pre and post logic functions on top of synchronous flooding primitives. In this manner, multiple flood types can be flexibly scheduled to achieve different flooding communication protocols. The application of configurable logic on top of generic flood primitives allows the network to adapt to changing circumstances before and after each flooding phase. This system is key to supporting the multiple different traffic patterns necessary to facilitate SDN in lowpower wireless networks, and allows simple implementation of many of the synchronous flooding protocols that have been ... Fig. 1 : Atomic-SDN network stack. The abstract protocol middleware allows instantiation of concrete synchronous flooding protocols through the application of pre and post processing logic on top of generic flood primitives. This mechanism allows Atomic-SDN to meet the complex traffic pattern requirements needed to facilitate SDN in low-power wireless networks.
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proposed to date. Atomic-SDN currently uses this mechanism to implement Glossy [5] for one-to-many communication, as well as CRYSTAL [6] for many-to-one. It is therefore a straightforward process should we have to extend this for other protocols, such as Low-Power Wireless Bus (LWB) [7] , although this isn't within the scope of this paper at this time.
In Atomic-SDN, this middleware is used as an abstract protocol builder to construct the core SDN scenarios previously described: collection, reaction, and configuration. A high-level scheduler then allows nodes to regularly participate in short, time-synchronized flooding periods defined as SDN 'opportunities'. The combination of configurable flood logic, along with adaptable scheduling based on current application requirements, grants the controller fine-grained oversight over the SDN architecture.
Within a SDN opportunity an initial indicator flood instructs nodes as to the type of opportunity that will follow (if any), as well as maintaining time synchronization across the network. This allows the network to separate SDN control from normal operation, slicing network resources across time so that control messages are no longer in contention with other protocols. This is possible due to the nature of synchronous flooding, which allows multiple nodes to be quickly and reliably serviced in a single flood without control message replication, and ensures the SDN architecture maintains scalability as the size of the network increases. This provides performance improvements in orders-of-magnitude over current approaches to SDN in low-power wireless sensor networks.
An overview of this system is shown in Figure 1 , which presents the Atomic-SDN network stack, and shows how concrete synchronous flooding protocols are instantiated through the application of pre and post processor logic on top of generic flood primitives. Contribution: This paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose synchronous flooding as a mechanism for facilitating SDN control in low-power wireless networks. • We devise a flexible middleware system for the design, instantiation, and scheduling of synchronous flooding protocols. • We apply this middleware system to the challenge of SDN control in low-power wireless networks, and present Atomic-SDN: a scalable solution that offers improved reliability, latency, and energy efficiency over current architectures. • We implement Atomic-SDN in Contiki for motes with TI MSP430F1611 Microcontroller, and CC2420 radio. • We evaluate Atomic-SDN against other SDN implementations for IEEE 802.15.4 networks. Outline In §II we provide necessary background information on synchronous flooding in IEEE 802.15.4. §III makes a case for utilizing this technique to facilitate for SDN control in lowpower wireless networks. We present Atomic-SDN in §IV, where we cover design and architectural aspects. §V characterizes Atomic-SDN through analysis of theoretical bounds on latency. In §VI we evaluate Atomic-SDN through simulation and compare it to non-flood based SDN architectures for lowpower wireless networks. We discuss related work in §VII and conclude in §VIII.
II. SYNCHRONOUS FLOODING IN LOW-POWER WIRELESS
NETWORKS This section introduces necessary background information on synchronous flooding in low-power wireless networks. Specifically, we refer to IEEE 802.15.4 networks, although the approach has also been adapted for other protocols. Synchronous flooding is key in the approach of Atomic-SDN, as it allows multiple nodes to concurrently transmit, whilst ensuring that destination nodes are still able to receive that information. This allows Atomic-SDN to provide a scalable solution to supporting the multiple complex traffic flows that are required by SDN. Concurrent Transmissions: The authors of Glossy [5] first proposed the use of concurrent transmissions to achieve synchronous flooding within multi-hop low-power wireless mesh networks. With this approach, receiving nodes within the mesh listen for transmissions. When they successfully complete reception of a packet they immediately relay it on the next timeslot, along with any other neighbors who also heard the packet at the same time. When this happens, nodes at the next hop (who have also been listening) will then hear the relayed packet and likewise immediately switch to transmission, while the nodes from the previous hop will switch back to listening. The radio-driven nature of transmissions results in a significant drop in reliability when there is a temporal displacement greater than half a microsecond between nodes (∆ max > 0.5µs). Consequently, the interleaving of T x and R x slots helps to properly align transmissions with neighboring nodes who are also transmitting, thus ensuring that nearby receivers are able to successfully decode the packet. Time Synchronization: Each flooding round is partitioned into timeslots as shown in Figure 2 . The length of these timeslots T slot is determined by the time needed to transmit the packet (T t x ), a software delay (T sw ), and a processing delay (T pd ) incurred by the hardware, s.t.
Additionally, a relay counter can be embedded within the header of each packet in order to keep track of the number of hops each packet travels. Nodes are therefore able to estimate T slot and use the relay counter to determine when the flood was initiated and, consequently, the time and number of transmissions remaining within the flood. By keeping a note of the flood start time, nodes are able to use this as a reference time for the initiating node, meaning the initiating node effectively acts as a timesync for the network. The benefit of this approach is that it allows the protocol to be temporally decoupled from normal network operation, allowing it to be run alongside other control and application protocols. Capture Effect: The capture effect is a property found within IEEE 802.15.4 radios which allows nodes the possibility of demodulating signals when under interference. This occurs either if one of the signals is significantly stronger (around 3dBm, although this depends on the particular hardware and modulation schemes used), or if one of the signals is received significantly earlier than the other competing signals. It is through this mechanism that nodes within the network are able to concurrently transmit the same packet without interfering.
III. THE CASE FOR SDN CONTROL THROUGH SYNCHRONOUS FLOODING
The advantages offered by SDN have driven recent research into extending the concept to the low-power wireless sensor networks that sit at the very edge of the Internet of Things (IoT). However, the high-overhead centralized architecture inherent within traditional SDN is not a natural fit with the unreliable, multi-hop nature commonly associated with these types of networks. In this section we explore the challenges faced by current approaches, and how synchronous flooding serves as a solution to these problems.
A. SDN Control Overhead
SDN is an inherently high-overhead architecture. Control messages regularly generated through the three core SDN processes of collection, reaction, and configuration and the application of traditional SDN approaches within the context of multi-hop low-power wireless mesh networks magnifies the cost of that overhead.
As neighboring nodes within a low-power wireless network share a single link, any additional control messaging increases contention over scarce resources, causing increased delay and reduced reliability across all protocols. Current approaches have tried to mitigate the burden of this overhead through reduction in the number of control messages, the use of source routing headers, and optimization of the protocol. However, this limits the effectiveness of the SDN architecture: sacrificing responsiveness and fine-grain configurability for performance.
By adopting synchronous flooding this issue can be overcome. As previously shown in Figure 2 , the start and stop time of each flooding round is known globally, across all nodes. It allows a synchronous flooding network to temporally decouple the flooding process from normal network operation, ensuring that SDN control messages are not in contention with other protocols. Additionally, the overhead can be restricted (with maximum and minimum bounds in time) within a single flooding round, or distributed across multiple flooding rounds. This is possible due to the time synchronous nature of the flooding protocols, and gives the controller guarantees on how long a SDN control operation will take, and the energy that will be expended in execution of that operation.
The concurrent nature of synchronous flooding allows it to facilitate one-to-all communication, configuring many nodes simultaneously within a single flooding opportunity. This reduces packet replication by eliminating the need to send multiple transmissions from the controller for a single SDN configuration operation, improving the overall scalability of the SDN architecture.
B. Deterministic vs. Non-Deterministic
Current approaches to SDN typically build on the IEEE 802.15.4 low-power wireless network stack, utilizing lower layers to support node/controller communication, and benefiting from high-level functionality IPv6 networking and fragmentation. However, these solutions typically operate over IEEE 802.15.4-2011 networks employing asynchronous MAC (Media Access Control) layers [2] , [3] , [8] , which introduce trade-offs between latency, reliability, and energy efficiency.
Asynchronous MAC layers are able to flexibly support nondeterministic traffic and are therefore suited to managing the reaction services essential to delivering SDN capability. For example: when nodes need to be able to asynchronously solicit the controller in order to request instruction on how to deal with unknown flows. These MACs are best-effort by nature, often with multiple protocols competing to transmit in an opportunistic manner, and consequently introduces contention within the network. Different MAC solutions have various means of dealing with this issue, typically though acknowledgements and retransmissions, yet it can still result in endto-end packet losses of up to several percent. Additionally, these retransmissions increase the overall energy consumption of the network, as nodes must stay awake for longer. The fundamental issue therefore becomes one of trade-offs between performance and efficiency, which are subsequently inherited by the SDN architectures based on these.
Amendments in the IEEE 802.15.4-2015 standard introduce a Time Scheduled Channel Hopping (TSCH) layer, over which traffic can be scheduled in time and frequency. This approach suits the deterministic traffic behavior exhibited in the data collection processes necessary for the SDN controller to keep an up-to-date network view. Indeed, the management of TSCH schedules, in and of itself, is seen as a key area to employ SDN in low-power wireless networks, and recent standardization work from the IETF 6TiSCH Working Group (WG) has tried to incorporate SDN concepts in the design of centralized scheduling mechanisms [9] . Alongside these efforts, TSCH based SDN has been explored in [4] , where the authors use the synchronized TSCH schedule to slice radio resources and create contention-free paths across the mesh, between the controller and network nodes. However, in contrast to asynchronous MACs (as described previously), the deterministic nature of TSCH is less suited to facilitating SDN reaction services. Specifically, a dedicated TSCH schedule needs to be provided for each node/controller link, or shared slots can be provided where nodes compete during those slots, falling back to a contention based mechanism. In either case, control traffic must wait until an allocated slot in order to transmit, incurring a minimum delay overhead on the link.
A new approach is needed that can reliably, and with minimal delay, facilitate both the deterministic and nondeterministic services required by SDN. By utilizing synchronous flooding for the SDN control plane, Atomic-SDN overcomes the challenges faced by using either asynchronous MACs or the deterministic TSCH layer described above. Specifically, synchronous flooding satisfies two issues. Firstly, although it is scheduled like TSCH, the short flooding period allows Atomic-SDN to reduce the slot size and rapidly propagate controller information across multiple hops within a single slot, reducing the schedule resources required in an upwards data collection scenario. Secondly, the nature of the flood allows Atomic-SDN to eliminate contention in the downward scenario of data dissemination, as the controller can simultaneously transmit to multiple nodes. Additionally, the high reliability minimizes retransmissions, further reducing the control overhead and freeing schedule resources for other protocols. 
C. Supporting Multiple Traffic Patterns
A fully capable SDN architecture requires the network to support multiple traffic patterns (one-to-many, many-toone etc.). Each pattern consists of either uplink or downlink communication from nodes to the controller, or a combination of both. In the first case, uplink communication allows the controller to gather network state data from devices. In the second, downlink communication allows the controller to configure nodes within the network. By using a mixture of these, the core SDN operations can be executed.
However, the centralized nature of SDN means that applying it within a multi-hop mesh network complicates the process of implementing these patterns, which are not easily supported at Layer-2/3. This problem becomes particularly apparent when the SDN architecture relies on underlying topology control protocols such as Routing for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL), which typically facilitates uplink, manyto-one communication, in order to funnel data from sensor networks towards a single node.
An example of this is shown in Figure 3a where the controller needs to set a Point-to-Point (P2P) link from Node 1 to Node 6, across two branches of the RPL topology.
To construct the P2P link across nodes 1-3-4-6 (assuming one-hop neighbors), an SDN approach relying on RPL for node/controller communication will need to individually configure each node in the path, navigating multiple branches, and resulting in replication of control messages.
Even in a many-to-one, uplink scenario supported by the RPL topology, the excessive overhead caused by SDN control traffic can still cause issues. Figure 3b shows how nodes nearer the controller are forced to serve messages from further down the topology that are destined toward the controller. With the high volume of control messages needed by the controller to maintain an accurate view of the network state, this can cause these nodes to suffer from greater contention and reduce their energy efficiency.
In and of itself, synchronous flooding exhibits one-toall communication, allowing a single source to quickly and reliably propagate a packet to every node participating in that flood. In the context of SDN, this mechanism is ideal for distributing controller instruction to all nodes (or a subset thereof) in order to configure the network. Unfortunately, this approach is not able to facilitate the data collection process necessary for regularly updating the controller with network state information. A flood consisting of multiple sources trying to transmit their own data to a single destination will result in the destination successfully receiving only one of the sources. However, this property can be used to develop multi-phase flooding protocols that allow sources to keep trying to transmit their data until they are acknowledged by their destination [6] . In this manner data collection can be facilitated, allowing the SDN architecture to gather network state information.
D. Interference Management
As previously discussed, current SDN approaches typically operate on top of the IEEE 802.15.4-2011 network stack and associated MAC layers, which do not traditionally support channel hopping as the nodes are not synchronized in time, making it difficult for nodes to decide when to hop to a new channel. This can therefore render these solutions prone to interference from external sources, particularly when operating over the 2.4GHz band which is shared with other wireless protocols such as IEEE 802.11. Although asynchronous frequency hopping MAC layers have been developed [10] , [11] , the pseudo-synchronous methods employed by these solutions results in additional overhead which SDN solutions are trying to avoid.
However, as synchronous flooding is inherently timesynchronized, Atomic-SDN easily adopts intra-flood channel hopping where, between each flooding phase, nodes hop to a new channel in order to reduce the effect of external interference on the SDN control layer. This process is inspired by the channel hopping present in IEEE 802.15.4-2015 TSCH. However, instead of hopping using a distributed schedule, nodes hop based on the current index within the SDN opportunity. As the manner in which this index increments is dictated by the type of opportunity, the controller is able to schedule and configure different hopping patterns as per opportunity type.
IV. ATOMIC-SDN DESIGN
A. General Approach
Atomic-SDN has been designed to tackle the issues faced by current approaches to SDN in low-power wireless networks. Facilitating SDN control as quickly as possible, as reliably as possible, whilst maintaining scalability and achieving four core functions necessary for the operation of a SDN network as outlined below:
• Association (many-to-one/one-to-all): Nodes need to be able to join the controller and be configured with initial instructions and network settings. • Collection (many-to-one): Nodes need to be able to update the controller of their local and neighborhood state, so that the controller can make informed decisions when configuring the network • Solicitation (many-to-one/one-to-many): Nodes need to be able to react to unexpected flows or events by soliciting the controller for instruction, and quickly receiving a response. • Configuration (one-to-many/one-to-all): The controller needs to be able to configure multiple nodes within the network, either to set data flows across the mesh, or to independently provide instruction to a number of nodes. Atomic-SDN moves away from conventional approaches which address SDN in low-power wireless networks, where the SDN architecture is layered on top of asynchronous or synchronous Layer-2 protocols in the IEEE 802.15.4 networking stack. Instead, Atomic-SDN adopts synchronous flooding as the mechanism for communication between the SDN controller and nodes within the multi-hop mesh network. Indeed, synchronous flooding is increasingly seen as the favorable solution for low-power wireless networks, particularly when applications require extremely low-latency and highly-robust communication for unpredictable and opportunistic traffic patterns; with synchronous flooding solutions consistently placing in the EWSN Dependability Competition [12] - [16] .
B. Multiple Flooding Operations
Atomic-SDN performs three distinct flooding operations: single source to all destinations (one-to-all), single source to a subset of destinations (one-to-many), and multiple sources to a single destination (many-to-one). These distinct flood types are highlighted in Figure 4 , and allow Atomic-SDN to support the core SDN network functions previously described. Figure 5 shows the process for each of these operations. The first two can be achieved through one-to-all or one-to-many flooding, where the flood is initiated by a single initiator node Figure 4 : one-to-all (blue), one-tomany (green), and many-to-one (orange).
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designated either by hardcoding this information or conveying the role through a control mechanism, and can be either the time synchronizer or a non-timesync. The flood is then propagated across the network as nodes successfully receive the packet and start to relay the transmission. If a node is designated as a destination (designated in the same manner as before), it will read the packet data after the flood has ended, otherwise it will act as a forwarder. The third scenario (multiple sources to a single destination) is more difficult to achieve, and requires a flood-based data collection protocol.
Multiple sources competing to transmit in a single flood results in only a single successful end-to-end transmission, with other nodes losing out. Therefore, multiple transmission rounds are required, where each round is then ended with an acknowledgement, from the destination, announcing the 'winner' of that round. When nodes 'win' a round they drop out of the competition and switch their role from a source to a forwarder. This continues until all source nodes have had their transmissions acknowledged, and the protocol completes with a NACK consisting of one or more empty transmission rounds (as all source nodes have switched to forwarders).
C. Abstract Protocol Builder
The popularity of synchronous flooding for low-power wireless networking solutions is rooted in the mechanism's ability to provide low-latency and extremely high reliability even under adverse conditions. A number of approaches have adapted the core principle, and tailored it to diverse application requirements in order to facilitate protocols for one-to-all communication [5] , data collection [6] , many-tomany communication [7] , network consensus [17] , [18] , and interference management [19] . Protocol Consolidation: Each of these approaches satisfies a specific solution, however for SDN to fully implement floodbased control there is a need to adopt a number of distinct protocols in order to support the multiple traffic patterns and flood operations highlighted in Figures 4 and 5 Figure 6 . Each opportunity fulfills one of the core SDN functions described at the start of §IV-A.
flooding protocol varies significantly, making co-existence of multiple protocols within a single stack particularly challenging, despite being based on the same basic underlying mechanism.
To address this issue, a key component of Atomic-SDN is presented in an Abstract Protocol Builder (APB) middleware layer (as shown in Figure 1 ), which uses generic flooding primitives attached with configurable protocol-specific logic to allow flexible construction of complex high-level synchronous flooding protocols. This mechanism is currently used within Atomic-SDN to implement Glossy-based [5] one-tomany flooding and CRYSTAL-based [6] many-to-one flooding; however, the abstract nature of the APB means that it can be easily extended to new or other protocols in order to suit additional traffic patterns or requirements. Flood Primitives: In Atomic-SDN, generic 'Flood Primitives' are defined as a single flood configured with N number of transmissions and duration T dur . If a node is able to successfully complete all N transmissions it will exit the flood process, otherwise it will exit at T dur . Flood primitives are currently implemented as a one-to-all Glossy-based synchronous flood, however any lower synchronous flooding layer could conceivably be used. Phases: Phases are the building blocks of Atomic-SDN, allowing higher-level SDN functionality to be realized through chaining multiple phases into a series of logic decisions. Each phase is a self-contained unit consisting of a flood primitive, configured with N transmissions and duration T dur , combined with an associated data structure and the concrete implementation of the following abstract functions which define phase behavior based on the current node role:
• Pre and post processing logic. • Guard to allow for drift and processing in other nodes. • Offset from initial phase reference. By defining these functions, phases can be configured to perform a specific, self-contained role, whilst propagating the associated phase packet types shown in Figure 6 . Multiple phases can then be chained together in order to build up higher level processes (Figure 7) , allowing full protocols to be implemented through the combination of a number of simple blocks.
Opportunities: Atomic-SDN defines the concept of SDN opportunities, whereby the controller regularly and synchronously initiates a period of SDN control across the network. The type of opportunity is chosen by the controller prior to the flooding period, where the opportunity logic is constructed through the combination of a number of phase types, along with pre and post processing logic. Prior to execution, every opportunity is announced by the controller through a special one-to-many indicator phase. This phase instructs the network as to what type of SDN control opportunity to expect (if any), the duration of the opportunity, and the role of each individual node within the opportunity (source, destination, or forwarder). Epochs: We define an 'Epoch' as the period of time between regularly scheduled SDN control opportunities, with periodicity T i , where a trade-off is considered when setting the epoch length, and consequently the frequency of SDN opportunities. As synchronous flooding periods in Atomic-SDN inherently block other processes, a longer epoch allows a greater amount of time to be devoted to normal network operation; whether that is application processes or to allow nodes to sleep and therefore conserve energy.
D. Scheduling
Atomic-SDN operates a two-stage scheduling process, as highlighted in Figure 1 . Firstly, self-contained flood 'Phases' are chained together within a short period to allow the construction of higher-level SDN functionality. Then, at a macro level, these flooding periods are scheduled periodically to provide regular SDN 'opportunities', as well as maintaining tight time synchronization across all nodes. High-Level 'Opportunity' Scheduling: One of the core principles behind Atomic-SDN is the separation in time of control processes from normal network operation. By slicing control independently from normal operation, the controller is able to define a short period of time in which it is able to communicate with and instruct associated nodes in the lowpower mesh network.
With each control period serving a single SDN control function, this necessitates some decision making and scheduling from the controller: choosing what type of control opportunity to initiate at the start of each epoch, and instructing nodes when to quit the control period and resume normal network operation. This scheduling process is shown in Figure 8a which shows a high-level timeline of Atomic-SDN.
Once the type of SDN control opportunity is chosen, a mandatory Indicator phase is scheduled at the start of the control period. This one-to-many phase allows the controller to propagate the opportunity type (if any) to the rest of the network, as well as assigning nodes' roles (source, destination, or forwarder) and distributing any additional information, such as maximum length of the control period. Low-Level 'Phase' Scheduling: As described in §IV-C, each flood is packaged into self-contained 'phases' which accomplish specific functions within a larger SDN opportunity. After receiving the Indicator phase propagated at the start of each opportunity, nodes within the mesh participate in a pre-defined schedule mapped to the SDN opportunity defined within the Indicator, where the schedule consists of a number of distinct phases of one or more types, and each phase in and of itself has its own basic schedule.
The phase schedule is configured depending on the current phase type, where guard times, offsets, and protocol logic is through the current role of the node within the context of the larger SDN opportunity.
E. Channel Hopping
Atomic-SDN employs intra-phase channel hopping as proposed in [19] , whereby nodes synchronously hop to a new IEEE 802.15.4 channel based on the current epoch sequence number. This frequency hopping mechanism allows Atomic-SDN to improve the reliability of SDN control phases over other SDN architectures for low-power wireless networks, whereby interfered channels will not continuously inhibit communication between the SDN controller and network nodes.
V. ANALYSIS AND CHARACTERIZATION
As each SDN opportunity is temporally scheduled, it is possible to characterize Atomic-SDN in terms of the lower latency bounds needed to complete SDN control opportunities. This is derived through the following information:
• Number of participating active nodes (n). • Duration of each phase type (t x ). • Duration of the period between phases (t I PG ). The allocated time for control opportunity is shown in Equation 1, where (∆ XOP ) is the time spent on the opportunity (δ SD N −OP ) plus an optional and variable sleep period (δ Z ). The time spent on the SDN opportunity varies according to the particular synchronous flooding protocol it implements from the various phases (the durations of which are shown in Table  I in order to facilitate a particular traffic pattern).
Configuration: The configuration opportunity is a one-tomany process consisting of an indication phase followed by n number of SET phases and Inter Phase Gaps (IPG), where n depends on the number of individual configuration messages that need to be sent in order to accomplish a specific function within the network. This means that the latency bounds of a configuration opportunity are dependent on the complexity of the function, rather than the scale of the network.
δ X (n) = t I N D + n * (t I PG + t SET )
Collect: The collect opportunity is a many-to-one process consisting of an indication phase followed by n number of REP/ACK phase pairs and the IPG, alongside the stop overhead of 2 empty REP/ACK phase pairs.
React: The react opportunity is a one-to-one or many-toone process consisting of an indication phase followed by n number of SOL/SET phase pairs and the IPG, alongside the stop overhead of 2 empty SOL/SET phase pairs.
VI. EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate Atomic-SDN, where we compare performance metrics against other SDN implementations for low-power wireless networks, the time taken for nodes to associate with the SDN controller, and explore scalability as the size of the mesh network increases. We compare against µSDN, a publicly available low-overhead SDN architecture for IEEE 802.15.4-2012 networks, and configure µSDN to employ multiple different MAC layers. We demonstrate that Atomic-SDN displays considerable and extensive performance gains across all metrics. Figures [9 -12] summarize our results. 
A. Setup
Hardware Platform: The original synchronous flooding code was written for target platforms supporting TI MSP430F1611 CPUs and CC2420 radios. As Atomic-SDN makes use of this code, and it has not yet been ported to alternate platforms, we have executed all experimentation to these same hardware specifications.
Simulation Configuration: Simulations were performed using the Cooja simulator and hardware emulator for Contiki OS [20] . Cooja emulates TelosB motes, which use the target platform hardware required by the original synchronous flooding code, and provides a Multipath Ray-tracer Medium (MRM) radio environment. All Cooja configuration settings used within simulations are outlined in Table II . Scenario: We run simulations over a 1h period, with the frequency of Atomic-SDN epochs set to 1s. At the start of each epoch, an SDN opportunity is scheduled, with the type of opportunity (either collect, react, or configure) set using a round-robin process. The SDN function is then performed across a grid topology, on all nodes, with nodes placed at 300m intervals. Atomic-SDN is evaluated against µSDN, which has been configured to adopt two separate MAC scenarios: firstly using ContikiMAC, an energy saving MAC layer, and secondly using always-on Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA). Fig. 9 : Mean collect, react, and configure delays for a 30 node network running Atomic-SDN, µSDN configured with ContikiMAC, and µSDN configured with always-on CSMA. Atomic-SDN exhibits similar latencies to the CSMA-based µSDN, however it additionally retains consistent delay across all hop counts.
Metrics:
We evaluate the performance of Atomic-SDN in comparison to other SDN architectural configurations for 802.15.4 networks, using latency, reliability, and energyefficiency metrics. In addition, we explore time taken to complete an SDN function for all network nodes as a benchmark for assessing SDN architectural scalability.
B. Performance Comparison
We simulate Atomic-SDN, and µSDN in two configurations (µSDN-ContikiMAC and µSDN-CSMA), emulating the target hardware in Cooja, to evaluate Atomic-SDN performance in terms of latency, reliability, and energy efficiency (controller association is covered in greater detail in §VI-C, where the time taken to associate all nodes in the network is examined). Table III summarizes these results. Figure 9 shows mean latency for the three SDN scenarios: collect, react, and configure. In each case, Atomic-SDN maintains consistent latency over all distances, due to the minimum bounds on latency inherent in synchronous flooding protocols. However, as expanded upon in §V, this bound is affected by the traffic pattern, and consequently the underlying synchronous flooding protocol which supports it (which can require N number of phases). As such, µSDN-CSMA achieves improved performance against Atomic-SDN for lower hop distances in the case of the collect opportunity, due to the synchronous flooding collection protocol. In this asynchronous scenario, Atomic-SDN needs to perform an initial Indicator phase, as well as a Report + ACK phase pair (for a single node), whereas µSDN-CSMA will opportunistically send the state data within a single transmission. Figure 10 shows end-to-end Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) of Atomic-SDN, compared to µSDN in two different MAC configurations, across a 30-node network for a collect opportunity. In this scenario, the controller periodically collects state information from all network nodes. In a 1h simulation Atomic-SDN achieves perfect reliability compared to the µSDN-ContikiMAC configuration which, although presenting high reliability at one hop neighbors from the controller, only manages~95% at 5 hops. This is due to the high channel utilization in the protocol, presenting fewer stable links at high traffic loads (which can occur if a high number of nodes try to simultaneously solicit the controller). The MAC layer in µSDN-CSMA is always-on, and displays high PDR across all hops as, barring contention, nodes should always be able to receive transmissions, with little Layer-2 overhead. However, the use of synchronous flooding means that Atomic-SDN benefits from a highly reliable MAC layer; by using the APB to construct multiple synchronous flooding protocols, tailored for each SDN task, Atomic-SDN presented with 100% reliability across all hop counts. Additionally, Figure 10 shows node Radio Duty Cycle (RDC) against hop distance from the controller. As the µSDN-CSMA architecture utilizes an always-on MAC without radio duty cycling, it is unable to deliver any energy efficiency gains, operating with 100% RDC. The energy-saving µSDN-ContikiMAC architecture, however, shows RDC of around 3-5%, with energy efficiency reduced at lower hop counts as nodes need to serve messages from their children, as well as nodes further down the graph. Atomic-SDN presents the lowest average RDC of~1.5% due to the deterministic nature of synchronous flooding protocols, which helps to reduce radio-on time as well as eliminate unnecessary retransmissions. However, RDC increases at greater distances as nodes at the edge need to wait longer before they hear transmissions initiated by the controller, which in turn means they will have their radio on for longer periods.
C. Association and Discovery
In Atomic-SDN association with the SDN controller is performed using a synchronous flooding protocol configured in a similar fashion to the protocol used in the SDN collect opportunity. The controller listens for a period of time, and nodes attempt to connect to the controller through a series of flooding opportunities until they receive acknowledgement and configuration, at which point they are considered to have joined the network and they actively participate in discovering new nodes.
Although this approach introduces the possibility of a small amount of contention during this period (as nodes may try to join the network simultaneously) the contention quickly dissipates as nodes associate and switch to forwarding roles; this allows them to quickly propagate new join requests to the controller in a single flooding phase. This differs to traditional approaches to centralized node association in lowpower wireless networks, where joining nodes perform two or three-way handshakes across multiple Layer 2/3 links.
The effectiveness of the protocol utilized by Atomic-SDN can be seen in Figure 11 , and summarized in Table IV , where Atomic-SDN is able to associate all nodes within milliseconds. This time is order-of-magnitudes faster than other approaches, which can take tens of seconds or even minutes.
D. Scalability of Atomic-SDN
One of the main goals of Atomic-SDN is the introduction of scalability when considering SDN control for low-power wireless networks. The minimum bounds on latency were discussed in §V, and establish that (due to the scheduled and reliable nature of Atomic-SDN) certain guarantees can be made concerning the time taken to complete a SDN function when the size of the network or, more accurately, the number of participating nodes is known.
We explore this by evaluating the completion time for the three SDN opportunity types (configure, collect, and react) in networks of increasing size; running simulations for 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 node mesh networks; and compare the results presented in Figure 12 against the bounds calculated in equations 2, 3, and 4. Table V highlights this comparison, presenting the theoretical completion time against the measured time for all SDN opportunity types.
The time to complete all SDN opportunity types (for all network nodes) increases linearly with network size, regardless of hop count. In both types of SDN opportunities (many-toone and one-to-many) we have assumed a worst-case scenario where the controller needs to interact with each node independently. However the number of nodes participating in each SDN opportunity, necessary to fulfill the requirements of higher-level application functions (virtually located at a centralized controller), would likely be a far smaller subset of all nodes and therefore present with lower delay.
As both the collect and react opportunities are all-to-one processes, they utilize the same underlying synchronous flooding protocol and therefore exhibit equivalent delay. In these processes, the competition between each node to successfully transmit their data to the controller means that the minimum bound on the completion time is dictated by the number of nodes that need to communicate with the controller. In this specific scenario, all network nodes must participate, which causes a large amount of contention and retransmissions. However, these times are still orders-of-magnitude less than it takes to complete the same SDN functions in traditional SDN architectures for low-power wireless networks. This is additionally true for association, which follows a similar process and is covered in the previous section (see Figure 11 ).
With regards to the configure opportunity this is a one-to-all process where, after the initial indication phase, each node is configured in turn, in a scheduled fashion. In a 70 node network this allows the configuration of all network nodes within 800ms, assuming each node requires a separate configuration message. However, this time could be substantially reduced (to tens of milliseconds) if a configuration message is relevant to all, or a subset of nodes; allowing the SDN controller to configure multiple nodes in a single flooding phase.
VII. RELATED WORK
We collate related work into three separate categories: (1) SDN in low-power wireless networks, (2) synchronous flooding, and (3) TSCH and 6TiSCH. SDN in Low-Power Wireless Networks: Recent research has considered how to extend SDN control to low-power wireless networks. Whereas traditional SDN concepts have been successfully applied to other networking environments, such as data centers and optical, the constraints of low-power wireless networks (IEEE 802.15.4 in particular) provide considerable challenges to adapting centralized control architectures. We provide a brief outline of current approaches, which have been covered in detail in recent surveys [21] - [23] , and highlight how these approaches attempt to overcome the challenges of implementing SDN within a constrained environment.
Sensor OpenFlow [24] argues for the use of SDN in sensor networks, proposing a custom lower power protocol based on the traditional southbound protocol for SDN, OpenFlow [25] . The authors highlight the difficulties of implementing Out-Of-Band (OOB) control plane communication within a sensor network and attempt to mitigate SDN overhead through the introduction of Control Message Quenching (CMQ) [26] , whereby retransmissions of SDN control messages from individual nodes are throttled in order to give the controller time to respond to the initial asynchronous request for instruction. SDWN (Software Defined Wireless Networks) [1] provides an architectural framework and highlights novel uses for SDN in low-power wireless sensor networks. Specifically, the authors introduce the idea of using SDN flowtables to configure in-network data aggregation and Radio Duty-Cycling, allowing the programmatic installation of rules which can help reduce the number of transmissions and improve the energy consumption of individual nodes. In addition, a form of Protocol Oblivious Forwarding (POF) [27] is proposed to reduce memory footprint, allowing flowtables to match on byte arrays within the packet, rather than needing multiple rules for specific packet types. SDN-WISE [2] builds on architectural concepts introduced in SDWN, as well as introducing stateful flowtables: essentially turning the flowtables into a Finite State Machine (FSM). This allows simple controller logic to be 'programmed' into the nodes, where they can perform certain actions under one state, whilst performing a different set of actions when in another. For example, this could be used to allow nodes to run their SDN flowtable actions in a low-energy mode. CORAL-SDN [3] reduces the effect of overhead generated by other control protocols on the SDN stack, and uses a mechanism to reduce RPL control messages in a IPv6 based IEEE 802.15.4 network as nodes initialize and associate with the SDN controller. This frees up resources for the SDN protocol, improving its scalability. However reducing the frequency of RPL control messages may cause issues when trying to maintain end-to-end links between the controller and the edges of the network, particularly in interfered or dynamic networks. Synchronous Flooding: Glossy, a synchronous flooding protocol for low-power wireless networks, is introduced in [5] . The authors state that by utilizing concurrent transmissions to transmit to the same data packet in a single flood, the technique benefits from a mixture of the capture effect and constructive interference. This work has inspired a large amount of further research into the use of synchronous flooding as a technique to propagate sensor information reliably and quickly across the mesh network. In recent years, solutions utilizing synchronous flooding have consistently placed in the Dependability Competition held at EWSN (International Conference on Embedded Wireless Systems and Networks) [12] - [16] .
The synchronous flooding work introduced in Glossy has been used as a basis for a number of other synchronous flooding protocols, each tailored to facilitating different traffic patterns and requirements within the mesh. The works below highlight some of the main approaches to date, but is by no means an exhaustive list, which can be found in a recent comprehensive survey of synchronous flooding in IEEE 802.15.4 networks [28] .
CRYSTAL [6] is a highly reliable and energy-efficient asynchronous data collection protocol based on Glossy flooding. Recent work on CRYSTAL has enhanced the base protocol with improvements to interference management [19] .
Low-Power Wireless Bus (LWB) [7] takes a deterministic approach to synchronous flooding in that it provides a scheduling mechanism which supports several traffic patterns through the use of a shared protocol bus.
Chaos [17] also builds on the initial Glossy proposal, and utilizes the capture effect to allow for inter-flood processing, whereby the protocol allows the network to aggregate data from a number of nodes, achieving consensus across the whole flood. The Chaos concept is taken further in [18] , where the authors extend the protocol to build a synchronous transmissions kernel, which is used to provide an architecture which supports multi-phase commit protocols, as well as a number of network services such as group membership, hopping sequence distribution, and re-keying. TSCH and 6TiSCH: The advantages promised by SDN have driven recent standardization efforts from the IETF 6TiSCH Working Group (WG) [9] , which aims to incorporate elements of SDN within it's proposed centralized scheduling mechanisms. 6TiSCH is engaged in developing scheduling processes for IEEE 802.15.4-2015 TSCH, a MAC layer for IEEE 802.15.4 which allowed the creation of channel hopping schedules but did not define how these schedules should be properly configured or maintained. 6TiSCH foregoes traditional SDN elements such as flowtables and focuses more on the centralized allocation of resources (the TSCH channel/time slots) within the network.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces Atomic-SDN, a unique solution for SDN in low-power wireless networks, utilizing synchronous flooding to provide low-latency, reliable SDN control. By facilitating the propagation of control messages across the network in a flood, within dedicated timeslots, Atomic-SDN allows the SDN layer to operate without knowledge of topology, as well as benefiting from the spatial and temporal diversity inherent within flooding protocols. Furthermore, an inter-phase channel hopping mechanism is provided to further enhance reliability through frequency diversity.
To satisfy the complex traffic pattern requirements needed to facilitate the various SDN functions, this paper develops a novel architecture whereby multiple synchronous flooding protocols can be constructed by reducing individual floods to base primitives and using these blocks to build higher-level functionality as SDN control 'opportunities'. By slicing the network schedule into periods of control and normal network operation, the SDN controller is able to periodically schedule opportunities depending on the current application requirements. Unlike other SDN architectures for low-power wireless networks, the inherent nature of synchronous flooding allows Atomic-SDN to scale as the mesh grows, whilst maintaining reliability.
We implement this architecture in Contiki, and perform simulations to compare Atomic-SDN with other IEEE 802.15.4 SDN architectures. We demonstrate the practicality of our particular approach, and show how Atomic-SDN achieves improved performance across reliability, latency, energy efficiency, and scalability metrics. As part of future work, we plan to integrate Atomic-SDN with IEEE 802.15.4-2015 Time Scheduled Channel Hopping (TSCH) and IETF 6TiSCH, investigating how a synchronous flooding based control layer can be used to provide low-latency and highly reliable scheduling of the TSCH slotframe.
